
Using the Discussion Board in a PASSEL Community 
Many eLibrary communities are equipped with a discussion forum. Most communities will require you 

to join before you are allowed to post, though some may have open forums. Below are instructions to 

access and use PASSeL discussion boards. 

1. Login to your eLibrary account.  Find your Class/Community from your login homepage.  Click “View.” 

*Only communities that you have created or joined will appear on your homepage or in your control 

panel.  If you have not yet joined the community you wish to post in, you can find it in the classes or 

communities list.
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2. Click on “Discussion” on the community home page. 

 

3. To view the discussion board, click on the “General Discussion” link.  

*Your community or class may have sub-forums. In this case, click on the forum you wish to 

view/comment on. 
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4. To view a post, click on any link to any existing posts. 

 

5. To reply to an existing post click “POSTREPLY”
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7. To create a new post click on “New Topic”

  

8. Type your post in the provided space.  Make sure to include a subject.  Click on the “URL”  button to 

insert a hyperlink (circled below).   Using tabs at the bottom (indicated by the arrow) you can edit the 

options that are on or off, and upload an attachment. 
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9. Adjust the text size using the drop down menu indicated below with an arrow. When typing your post 

you can save it as a draft or preview it.  When you are finished with your post, click “Submit”.  These 

buttons are underneath the text box.

 

10.  In order to receive email alerts when a post or reply is made on the discussion board, you must 

subscribe to the group’s discussion board. After clicking on the sub forum (General Discussion or 

another), you must click the “Subscribe forum” check box at the bottom of the page. 
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11. It is also possible to subscribe to just a single topic within a discussion board. To do this, click on the 

topic you are interested in, scroll to the bottom of the thread, and click “Subscribe topic.”

 

 

Below is some additional helpful information about formatting your posts in passel discussion forums.  

 

* While creating or editing a post, you are keying in an "html style" format (not actual html, but it is 
similar), the tags above the editing area can be used to create: 
 
B creates bold   This will put in [b][/b], with the cursor between, you type between the "tags". 
   So it will look like this in the subject area:  I want to be very [b]bold[/b] in my choices. 
   But will display like this in the post: I want to be very bold in my choices. 
   Each of the buttons will function this way. 

i is for italics 

u is for underlined text. 

Use List and [*] to create bulleted lists.  To create a bulleted list:   
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    Click on List 
    Click on [*] 
     Enter the first item and go to next line 
     Click on [*] 
     Enter the second item and go to next line 
     And so forth.  There is an example below. 
 
Italics indicates clicking a button or using the Enter key:  
  List [*]one Enter [*]two Enter[*]three 
   The above creates the list below. 

 one 
 two 
 three 

 
Soon, we hope to have List= working to create ordered lists. 
 

Use URL to import an image from the web if you know the url . Just 
click URL and type the full URL inside the tags. Be careful of copyright issues, please. 
 
Set the font size to Tiny, Small, Normal (this is the default), Large, or Huge 
 
Add emphasis with color 
 

 
Uploading to the Discussion Board on PASSEL 

 
To upload an image such as a jpg, mov, pdf, ppt, etc., click on New Topic. Give your new post a title and, 
in the Subject area, describe what you are posting. At the bottom of the "Post a New Topic" page, click 
on the "Upload attachment” tab.   
 
Click "Browse" and find a file on your computer, click on it, fill in comments if wanted, click "Add the 
file".  
If you want the item to appear within your text, click the spot you want it and click on "Place inline". If 
you just want the attachment at the end, you do not need to use the Place Inline button. 
 
If you missed the spot you wanted, you can then copy and paste where you actually want it to appear.  

 
The item does not show up in your editing version (just the html for it), but once submitted it shows up 
in the discussion board post (or if you choose Preview, you will see it).   


